Strategic Plan 2016-2021
BUILDING ON SUCCESS

A SMALL PARK DELIVERING A ‘BIG MESSAGE’
CONNECTING PEOPLE WITH WILDLIFE

OUR MISSION:

"To be a proactive and positive contributory force, helping to preserve
and conserve nature, wildlife and biodiversity”
We will achieve this by:
- Raising public awareness of conservation issues, through promotion of local and
international conservation relative to nature.
- Caring for and when necessary, re-homing customs seized species into
appropriate facilities.
- Encouraging and inspiring conservation action and the preservation of species
within their natural habitats.
- And where practical, participate in breeding programmes of threatened or
endangered species in our care.
- leading and encouraging sustainability in Gibraltar"
The AWCP will accomplish these goals by focusing on Gibraltar and its
surrounding area’s regional flora and fauna in conjunction with other
world regions.
Providing education on the illegal pet trade and raising awareness of
and showcasing important conservation projects.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1994 the Alameda Wildlife
Conservation Park was set up to
house primates and birds
confiscated by Gibraltar Customs.

BUILDING ON SUCCESS:

Now celebrating 14 years of
achievement, this small
Conservation Park has big ideas.

The 2016-2026 Strategic Plan focuses on our
core mission; a commitment to conservation
and education, particularly of local and
endangered species, working with
conservation projects both locally and
internationally. Showcasing species and in-situ
conservation projects.

The park has developed to include
endangered species such as the Cotton-top
Tamarin, two lemur species and the Asian
Short-clawed Otter.

Continuing to excel in animal care and well
being, the AWCP seeks to inspire change
through a commitment to sustainable practice
and conservation.

The renovations and re-branding that took
place during the last strategic period saw a
drastic improvement of the animal enclosures.
These were replaced with open rockwork
habitats, immersive exhibits depicting the
natural habitats of the species within: A form
of ‘instant education’ for visitors.

In a world of diminishing habitats and climate
adaptation for all species, there is an even
greater reason we must do so. We must try to
engage our communities and visitors in a
transformational challenge: learning to share
the planet’s finite resources sustainably with
other species.

Species: Long-tailed macaque
region: Southeast Asia
Status: Not Threatened but currently the most
trafficked primate species in the world

2008-2013 STRATEGIC PLANNING - Moving Forwards
By 2008 many enclosures and
pathways were in need of repair.
The need for a comprehensive reexploration of near- and long-term
aspirations was recognised. A new
strategic planning process began.
AIMS: Animal care and exhibit

transformation, re-branding, development
of; education and conservation, financial
base, infrastructure and facilities.

HOW WE DID IT:
Funding was sought and gained for
development of the primate enclosures
and Walk-through exhibit. Over 2 years
90% of the exhibits were transformed
from tired wire cages to open, immersive
rock work habitats.
A New website was created, re-branding,
logo, leaflets and informative, up to date
signage.
The electrical supply to the park was
rewired and updated.
Conservation efforts increased, Cotton-top
tamarin EEP breeding programme and
raising awareness for macaques in
Morocco (BMAC).
FOAWP (Friends of the Alameda Wildlife
Park) charitable trust was set up to help
run events and help support the park and
it’s conservation efforts.

OUTCOMES:
A park Gibraltar can be proud of.
An excellent educational resource, offering
fun, informative tours for school children.
An ideal arena to showcase local and
international conservation projects,
providing a window for conservation
projects to be viewed. By housing nonbreeding or breeding animals and
providing excellent interpretation.
Animals in our collection are housed in
exhibits that depict their natural habitat
as far as possible given the space
available.
We strive for excellent animal care
standards.

Raising awareness through conservation
education is our primary role.

Species: Ring-tailed lemur
Region: Madagascar
Status: Endangered

2016-2026 STRATEGIC PLAN - AN OVERVIEW
We are at a precipice of a
major evolution in zoos. In recent
years, progressive, thoughtleading zoos have already
begun to lead the transition from
a recreation-centred, wholesome
fun family experience to a
conservation experience — one
that is educational but also very
fun. One that prioritises a higher
level of conservation education
and awareness.

New exhibits will be larger
and provide flexibility for the
staff to alter social groups and
allow a variety of enrichment
and educational opportunities.

Every experience at the
AWCP will be created through
the lens of teaching visitors about
conservation — especially
conservation campaigns that the
Park itself is leading or
supporting.

The park will expand to
include a local species
conservation education area,
showcasing important
endangered local species
from the surrounding areas
(S.Spain, Portugal and
Morocco) Barbary macaque,
Barbary Partridge, Iberian
Lynx, and European rabbit,
Marine species and reptile
species (Seahorse and the
Ocellated lizard). Also
highlighting the projects
working to preserve them in
their natural habitats.

We fully support this
change and see the AWCP
experience as a visitors’
centre for conservation: a
place where public become
immersed in conservation,
showcasing local and
international conservation
efforts.
New species will be chosen
that are especially suited to the
climatic conditions. New staff will
be chosen for their expertise to
help fulfil our conservation
mission.

Visitors will be taken deeper
into the stories of the animals,
how we care for them and what
we are doing to help protect
them. Encouraging visitors to join
forces to achieve our goals.

Within the main area of
the park, the message will be
action against illegal trade in
exotic animals. Interpretation
will highlight the plight in the
wild of many of the species.

Endangered species such
as lemur and Cotton-top
tamarins are an opportunity
to educate visitors on
Rainforest destruction and this
subsequent impacts. visitors
will be inspired to join our
campaigns to help stop the
destruction before it's too late.

STRATEGIC
GOALS & VISION
MISSION REVIEW AND
KEY COMMITMENTS:

1. Conservation
2. Education & Visitor
Experience
3. Animal wellbeing
4. Sustainability Financial & Environmental
5. Staff Culture

Species: Cotton-top Tamarin
Region: Columbia
Status: Critically Endangered

CONSERVATION - THAT ‘BIG’MESSAGE
AIMS: Support wildlife conservation
projects using the expertise of our
staff, community fundraising and
Corporate partnering.
Delivering inspiring education and engaging
interpretation.
Provide messages and experiences that inspire visitors
to take action to conserve wildlife and build and
understanding and respect for wildlife
Expand the park to include a LOCAL BIODIVERSITY
CONSERVATION AREA, showcasing important local
species and related conservation projects from
Gibraltar and the surrounding areas (Southern Spain,
Morocco and Portugal) Barbary macaque, Barbary
partridge, Iberian lynx, European rabbit, Ocellated
lizard. Marine species: Seahorse Project.
Support and raise awareness of the projects working
to preserve these species in their natural habitats
Within the park, the message will be:
action against the illegal trade in exotic
animals, interpretation will highlight the
plight in the wild of our exotic species.
Housing endangered species such as the
lemurs and the Cotton-top tamarin is an
opportunity to
educate visitors on rainforest
destruction and the impacts on various
species exhibited.
Visitors will be inspired to join our campaigns to help
stop this destruction before it’s too late.

WHAT SUCCESS LOOKS
LIKE:
An interactive Indigenous Species
Interpretation Centre at the core of the
AWCP. Housing species from various local
conservation projects. This area drives home
the importance of conservation projects and
showcases projects both within Gibraltar and
in the surrounding areas of Southern Spain
and Portugal.
It celebrates the rich Biodiversity of the area
and highlights the need to work together to
conserve it.
Strengthened ties with international projects
for our exotic species. CTT EEP breeding
programme. Proyecto titi in Columbia.
Develop more partners and stronger links.
The AWCP works as a ‘window to
conservation projects around the world’
Moving towards our own conservation
and research, with increased expertise
and an excellent staff base.

Community campaigns:
Meat Our Challenge. Rainforest
conservation and protection
Marine and beach campaigns working
with Government and the community,
encouraging social responsibility.

Reaching out to other zoos in UK and
Europe to support and work together.

Asian Short-clawed otter habitat

EDUCATION & VISITOR EXPERIENCE
AIMS: To build awareness of
important conservation issues and to
inspire future generations to care for
the world we live in.
The AWCP's goal is to extend education
beyond school children to all zoo users, increasing
awareness and respect for the natural world.

Attract more support from the local
community, encourage local people of all ages to be
proud of their zoo

WHAT SUCCESS LOOKS
LIKE:

Engaging and inspiring our visitors. Providing a fun,
interactive experience for visiting school groups,
families and tourists. Promoting local wildlife

The Interactive Education Centre will be tied
to the Local Species Centre. It provides a fun
and interactive area for school groups and
people of all ages to engage with local
wildlife. A tree-house play area and covered
area for groups to convene.

Exhibit priorities include indigenous animals such as
Barbary macaque, Barbary partridge, Iberian lynx,
European rabbit, mini-beasts: Funnel Web spider and
the Ocellated lizard.
Marine species display: Notably the Seahorse
project.

This area is utilised by local conservation and
sustainability groups: The Nautilus Project,
Eco-based educational groups, Gib-Bats to
name but a few. To give interactive talks to
children in the calm serenity of the Botanic
Gardens.

Encouraging the younger generation to be aware and
proud of the natural biodiversity we have on our
doorstep

Interactive interpretation within the park
further illustrates the importance of
conserving wild spaces and species.

Fun, educational open days.
Raising awareness and funds
for local and international
conservation projects.

Community campaigns: Meat Our Challenge,
Marine and beach cleaning campaigns
working with Government and the community,
encouraging social responsibility. Reaching
out to other zoos in UK and Europe to
support and work together.

Achieve defined conservation
learning outcomes in all
education programs
Achieve high visitor
satisfaction ratings

Strong support, interest and participation in
our events and campaigns from the local
community

Species: Common marmoset
Region: S. America
Status: Least concern

ANIMAL WELLBEING & EXHIBIT DESIGN
AIMS: Through excellence in animal
care, we will provide the very best
care for our animals.

WHAT SUCCESS LOOKS
LIKE:

The animals under our care are our most powerful
lever and our greatest responsibility. They inspire us to
inspire others.

A well designed and implemented system of tunnels
and sky-walks for animal well-being and enrichment.

The development of animal sky-walks around the zoo
and innovative ways to give our animals more freedom
and space, providing animals with opportunities to
travel and explore
We will continue to work to exceed and drive best
practices in nutrition, including natural diet items where
possible and natural enrichment.
Beyond our responsibility to the animals we care for
every day, we are committed to adapting our
operations with regard to the other animals we affect
directly and indirectly. As such we will address wellbeing issues for the animals that are the source of food
for our own animal collection.
As Gibraltar’s only Wildlife Park, we will be
promoting a responsible and caring attitude
toward all animals.

A developed and implemented well-being assessment
program to measure the quality of the Zoo’s animal
care program.
Excellent welfare-focused practices around animal
nutrition, feed animals and rodent/pest management.
Demonstrated innovation through exhibit design
and create immersive environments compelling visitors
to feel
respect and awe for the animals in their habitats.
Animals are presented and
respected as residents and
receive regular enrichment
and stimulation to elicit
natural behaviours.

Species: Iberian lynx
Region: S. Spain
Status: Critically endangered

SUSTAINABILITY - ENVIRONMENTAL & FINANCIAL
AIMS: To ensure the advancement of the
AWCP’s future plans, a stable financial
base with funding to support conservation
initiatives, site operations and
infrastructure is essential.
Although we receive a yearly budget
from Government, this covers basic
running costs. An increase in revenue
is essential to advance the park in the
planned direction and to sustain
standards of care for the animals.
Gibraltar receives a high level of
tourism year-round, coach tours,
Ocean liners and drive-in/walk-in
tourism. More effective marketing to
target these audiences is imperative.
There are many more experience we
could offer, developing our capacity for Birthday
parties for Children, Animal experience Days, food
services, merchandise and sponsorships will all
increase revenue.
Increased earned revenues will enable us to deliver
more conservation and education programs.

Green Plan to achieve our goals of a lower ecological
footprint and a more efficient and productive
environment.

Operational efficiency is also a key in our financial
success. A commitment to best business practices and
operations.
To enhance our environmental sustainability, the use
of renewable energy where possible.

WHAT SUCCESS
LOOKS LIKE:
A strong and supportive relationship with
the fundraising entity FOAWP (Friends of
the Alameda Wildlife Park) to facilitate
significant developments and events at
the Park.
We are leading by example and
communicating environmental
sustainability to the public, inspiring
change.
Increased earned revenue through the creation of new
experiences and a strong marketing plan.
A strong example of environmental awareness and
action: Waste management, storm water collection and
green energy.

Species: Brown lemur
Region: Madagascar
Status: Near Threatened

STAFF CULTURE
GOAL: We will support our staff’s
development to ensure they, and the
organisation as a whole, can help
transform the AWCP to achieve it’s
vision.
Our people are our main tools for success.
Our people are our volunteers, staff and
stakeholders, they share our values and
aspire to be ambassadors for wildlife and
the vision and goals of the AWCP.
We will support staff development and
foster an organisation that has high staff
morale and achievement along with a
commitment to achieve our vision.
Our staff in particular - will strive to be the
best at what they do, receiving full support
and earning the respect of others.
We will grow a strong relationship with our local
community and further develop our partnerships with
organisations and individuals that will help us to
achieve our vision.
We will empower the growth of individuals but will
work as one organisation to achieve our vision.

We encourage in our people excellence through
collaboration, mutual respect and recognition of our
successes

WHAT SUCCESS LOOKS
LIKE:
A strong, motivated and enthusiastic staff
and volunteer base who support and abide
by organisational values and decisions.
We operate a safe, positive and enjoyable
work environment that attracts and retains
excellent staff, volunteers and partners.
We maintain regular and open
communication and involve our people in
planning and decision-making.
Achievements are recognised and
rewarded. We retain excellent staff and
volunteers who work with us towards our vision.

Species: Orange-winged & Yellow-headed
Amazon
Region: South America

INSPIRING CHANGE AND ACTION
PRESERVING AND CONSERVING NATURE

AWCP (Alameda Wildlife Conservation Park)
BOTANIC GARDENS
GIBRALTAR
RED SANDS ROAD
P O BOX 843
00350 54017449
www.awcp.gi
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